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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

 

SLSA have recently completed a review of the Skills Maintenance (proficiency) process. The review covered:  

 What SLSA awards should have a Skills Maintenance requirement?  

 The frequency of Skills Maintenance required for each award?  

 What content should be assessed in Skills Maintenance?  

 The standards that should apply to Skills Maintenance for each award?  

 Who can assess Skills Maintenance?  

 How standards should be implemented?  

 How skills maintenance should be administered?  

 

A working group composed of volunteer’s from a number of states met in March 2015 to address these questions. As part 

of the review, all members were invited to complete the Skills Maintenance Survey prior to the working group meeting. The 

key outcomes from the review are listed below:  

 Authorised delegates: For some awards, Club Executives may appoint authorised delegates to conduct certain 

components of a skills maintenance assessment. Please ensure you are familiar with the additional information 

provided on the delegation process.  

 

 Online activities are again available through Member Training from Anywhere 

  

 A hard copy paper will also be made available for those members who prefer this option, or the questions may be 

completed orally. Some awards will require both a theory and practical component to be completed. 

  

 Suggested Scenarios for use on patrols are listed within this handbook: A new Skills Maintenance work card is to 

be used by authorised delegates and assessors to commence the assessment process of skills maintenance 

activities during quieter times on routine patrol.  

 

 Interstate deployment: SLSA set the minimum standard required for skills maintenance. Members who are visiting 

another club and wish to patrol, or who are transferring to a new club and have already conducted their skills 

maintenance, are only required to bring proof of membership and proof of completion of their skills maintenance. 

All clubs are required to accept this evidence as having demonstrated an acceptable level of skill for active 

lifesaving. Clubs may give visitors and transferring members a short induction before commencing patrolling duties 

in a new location.  
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HELP GUIDE 

 

This document should be used in conjunction with the Skills Maintenance Handbook 2016/2018. 

 

Please feel free to contact Katrina Antony 0437 463 677 katrinaantony@bigpond.com (State Training and Assessment 

Supervisor) or Dean Hemburrow 9676 6933 (Manager Volunteer Member Training) at any time for further information or 

clarification. 

  

mailto:katrinaantony@bigpond.com
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DELEGATION PROCESS FOR SKILLS MAINTENANCE 

 

Surf Life Saving clubs are responsible for ensuring that their members maintain their skills to the minimum standard set by 

Surf Life Saving Australia. The guiding principle for skills maintenance is that clubs must be able to meet their service level 

agreements with confidence in the lifesaving skills and abilities of their active patrolling members. 

The Club Executive may nominate suitably qualified members to act as their delegate for the purpose of assessing skills 

maintenance activities.  

Delegates must hold their Training Officers Skillset – Units of Competence and selected on the basis of expertise in the skills 

being assessed.  

Note in season 2016-18 IRB practical assessments maybe assessed by an endorsed delegate who holds a proficient IRB 

Training Officers Award and or an IRB Coaches award. 

Delegate’s full names should be minuted at a Club Executive meeting annually.  

Delegates will need to be briefed by the Chief Instructor prior to conducting any assessment on:  

 What Skills Maintenance activities are to be run.  

 The skills they are required to assess.  

 The key competencies they should be looking for in assessing skills (e.g. personal safety and patient care in a tube 

rescue, safely navigating conditions on a board, operational knowledge of radio use).  

 The process of reasonable adjustment and how it might be applied.  

 What paperwork needs to be completed.  

 Which person the paperwork should be returned to and by when.  

NOTE: There is no requirement for the delegate to enter any information into SurfGuard. This will need to be done by 

club officials authorised to enter data into SurfGuard.  

Where a delegate has assessed Skills Maintenance activities this must be recorded on the paperwork submitted. A list of 

participants, the skills assessed, the date assessed and the name of the person running the assessment is a sufficient 

record.  Paper records from delegates should be filed with the club’s records for the season.  

A delegate must:  

 Be proficient in the award that they are assessing skills maintenance in.  

 Be familiar with the process of reasonable adjustment.  

 Adhere to the program of skills maintenance requested by the club.  

 Complete any paperwork required accurately and return in a timely manner.  

To register a delegate: 

 A potential delegate is endorsed by their club’s committee. 

 A Club Committee member then registers the nominee via the below link: 

https://lifesavingvictoria.wufoo.eu/forms/skills-maintenance-club-endorsed-nomination/  

https://lifesavingvictoria.wufoo.eu/forms/skills-maintenance-club-endorsed-nomination/
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REASONABLE ADJUSTMENTS FOR SKILLS MAINTENANCE 

ASSESSEMENTS 

The principle of reasonable adjustment means ‘to alter or change the conditions under which someone performs a task to 

enable them to demonstrate a similar level of competence as any other person performing the same task’. Basically, the 

assessment process may be modified so individuals are not disadvantaged. For example, a learner with issues relating to 

language, literacy or numeracy may be asked to demonstrate a process rather than explain it in writing. As an inclusive 

organisation it is important that SLS employ reasonable adjustment where appropriate.  

To make a reasonable adjustment, read the assessment carefully and give consideration to the following:  

 The requirements of the task. What is this particular task actually assessing?  

 The conditions under which the task is to be performed. If the conditions at the time are different, will this make 

the task harder?  

 The ability to replicate the skill being demonstrated. Would the member be able to do the assessment again at 

another time without the adjustment?  

 

The conditions may be altered so long as the requirements remain the same.  

For example:  

The requirements of the run-swim-run are to demonstrate an individual’s ability to:  

 Run a medium distance on the sand.  

 Swim a medium distance in the surf.  

 Perform both of these at a reasonable pace.  

 

If the surf conditions are moderate-to-rough on the day you are conducting the activity, you may make a reasonable 

adjustment along the following lines:  

Example: Allow extra time for your members to complete the activity. How much time you allow is up to your discretion 

and judgement– you must feel confident that the members are able to demonstrate the skills in the time you allow. Too 

much time will not meet the criteria of ‘reasonable pace’.  

Reasonable adjustment in the run-swim-run cannot be made for people who are not able to run on sand, unless the injury 

is temporary and will be resolved before the person attends patrol (e.g. a sprain or strain).  

Surf lifesaving activities require a reasonable level of fitness and physical ability. While SLSA encourages participation from 

all members of the community, we expect that active patrolling lifesavers are physically capable of walking and running on 

sand when required and swimming in the surf with confidence.  

If you are unsure about whether a reasonable adjustment can be made, you should seek a second opinion from another 

delegate or assessor at your club. Be sure to make a note of any reasonable adjustments you have made on your final 

paperwork. 
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POSITIVE OUTCOMES FROM SKILLS MAINTENANCE 

 

Volunteer members are able to complete parts of their Skills Maintenance on their patrols. Highlights are: 

 Members are showing competence during their patrols. 

 Members have the ability to complete components prior to club Skills Maintenance dates. 

 Lessens the time that members are spending at club Skills Maintenance days. 

 Lessens the time that Assessors are spending at club Skills Maintenance days. 

 Scenarios are available for delegates to use on patrols to assist with Skills Maintenance. 

 Scenario based exercises provide a greater interactive experience. 

 Scenario exercises are relevant to environmental conditions. 

 Reduced Member downtime while on patrol. 
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PROCESS FOR CLUBS 

 

 Club Executives/Committees notify Life Saving Victoria, via a Wufoo form, of the delegates (TOC award holders) at 

their club. 

 Life Saving Victoria verifies by email to the Area Training and Assessment Officer, Club President/Chief Instructor 

that their delegates have been approved. 

 Chief Instructors to brief the delegates and club assessors at their clubs on the Skills Maintenance process prior to 

the start of Patrol season. 

 The briefing to include the components of Skills Maintenance to be successfully completed by members in which 

the delegate(s) can sign off; 

i.e. the member has successfully completed components of skills maintenance in; run-swim-run (r-s-r), tube rescue 

or board rescue (these skills have no units of competencies attached). 

 Clubs put in a process of whereby the Skills Maintenance work cards are to be stored at the club. 

 Active members of clubs are advised of the process. 

 Active members are encouraged to complete their theory section of their skills maintenance on-line. 

 Active members are encouraged to successfully complete practical components of their skills maintenance (r-s-r, 

tube or board rescue) with their delegates at their clubs on patrols or on nominated days prior to their clubs skills 

maintenance date. 

 Scenarios are available for delegates to use on patrols or for assistance, with successful completion of the skills 

required. 

 Delegates record successful completion of skills on the Skills Maintenance work card. 

 The delegate signing the Skills Maintenance work card to assume responsibility for the card and follow the process 

the club has put in place for the storage of the card. 

 Cards are left at the club following the process outlined by their club executive. 

 Active members to complete their remaining skills maintenance in their awards at their clubs Skills Maintenance 

dates assessed by assessors. 

 Once Skills Maintenance is completed, clubs officials who are authorised to create form 14’s enter this information 

into SurfGuard. 

 Area Training and Assessment Officer approves Form 14. 
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RUN SWIM RUN – BRONZE MEDALLION 

Run and swim distances for the Bronze Medallion: 200m run, 200m swim, 200m run 

- Are measured from waist deep water, e.g. the run is 200 metres from a flag, around a marker and to 
waist deep water, the swim is 200 metres from waist deep water around two swimming buoys and 
back to waist deep water. 

- The swim course must be around two swimming buoys. 

The nominal time set for a run-swim-run for the Bronze Medallion is 8 minutes or less, unaided. Water conditions 

on the day should be taken into consideration. 

 

RUN SWIM RUN – SURF RESCUE CERTIFICATE 

Run distances and swim distances for the Surf Rescue Certificate: 

 Are taken from waist deep water, e.g. the run is 100 metres from a flag, around a marker and to waist 
deep water, the swim is 100 metres from waist deep water around two swimming buoys and back to 
waist deep water. 

 The swim course must be around two swimming buoys. 

The nominal time set for a run-swim-run for the Surf Rescue Certificate is 5 minutes or less, unaided, though water 

conditions on the day should be taken into consideration. 

 

RESCUE  

A board or tube rescue of a conscious or unconscious patient must be completed. The type of rescue (board/tube) 

is at the discretion of the member. The type of patient (conscious/unconscious) is at the discretion of the 

delegate/assessor.  The assessor must sight the following: 

 Negotiating surf (if applicable). 

 Securing the patient. 

 Returning to shore with a patient. 

 Calling/Signalling for assistance. 
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IRB CREW  

All IRB Crew award holders must undertake a practical demonstration in Season 2016-18. Successful 

demonstration of all the following components must be achieved to satisfy the skills maintenance award 

requirements. Record all competent/not yet competent outcomes on the members Skills Maintenance Card: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IRB DRIVER 

All IRB Driver award holders must undertake a practical demonstration in Season 2016-18. Successful 

demonstration of all the following components must be achieved to satisfy the skills maintenance award 

requirements. Record all competent/not yet competent outcomes on the members Skills Maintenance: 

 

  Assessment 1: Figure Eight incorporating correct body weight distribution during cornering.  

  Assessment 2: In’s and Out’s x 1 - 2 of the Swimming Zone. 

  Assessment 3: Safely Launching and Landing/Beaching IRB. 

  Assessment 4: Patient Pick Up including an: – 

 Unconscious Patient. 

 Conscious Patient including Tube entry and rescue. 

 Solo drive once crew enters the water. 

  Assessment 5: Patient Removal from IRB (Two Person Carry) including demonstration of patient lift, exit, carry  

                             and lay. 

Note: All members must hold a current Marine License prior to the commencement of any Skills Maintenance IRB 
Driver activity/assessment.   

  

  Assessment 1: Figure Eight incorporating correct body weight distribution during cornering. 

  Assessment 2: In’s and Out’s x 1 - 2 of the Swimming Zone. 

  Assessment 3: Safely Launching and Landing/Beaching IRB. 

  Assessment 4: Correct Crew positioning during all activities – both Normal and Locked in. 

  Assessment 5: Patient Pick Up including an: – 

 Unconscious Patient.  

 Conscious Patient including Tube entry and rescue. 

  Assessment 6: Patient Removal from IRB (Two Person Carry) including demonstration of patient lift, exit, carry 

                             and lay. 
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SCENARIOS 

TUBE RESCUE 

 A person inappropriately attired has waded into the surf zone and has lost their footing. They are now panicking 

and going under the water.  

 Two five year old kids are playing in the shallows. One of them gets knocked off their feet and washed into the 

water. Her mum is holding a baby and can’t grab her quickly enough.  

 Two ski paddlers are getting washed into rocks 200m away from the flags.  

 A beachgoer has reported to the Patrol Captain that they have seen a person go under the water just inside the 

right flag and not come up again.  

 A person has been seen struggling in the surf zone and they are now unconscious and being dragged out in a rip.  

 A fisherman has just reported to the Patrol Captain that they saw someone get swept off the rocks while fishing 

and hasn’t been seen again.  

 A group of rock fishermen get swept of the rocks. They are wearing lifejackets but are struggling to climb out at 

the rocks.  

 A group of teenagers get caught in a rip current after tombstoning off a pier.  

 A member of the public informs the Patrol Captain that her 3 year old daughter has gone missing. She was last 

seen at the water’s edge 5 minutes ago.  

 

BOARD RESCUE 

 You have just seen a surfer take a hard fall. They have surfaced in the surf zone and appear to be having difficulty 

moving.  

 Two ski paddlers are getting washed into rocks 200m away from the flags.  

 A person has been seen struggling in the surf zone and they are now unconscious and being dragged out in a rip.  

 A fisherman has just reported to the Patrol Captain that they saw someone get swept off the rocks while fishing 

and hasn’t been seen again.  

 A group of rock fishermen get swept of the rocks. They are wearing lifejackets but are struggling to climb out at 

the rocks.  

 Two body boarders get caught in a rip current and are already 100m out to sea.  

 A group of teenagers get caught in a rip current after tombstoning off a pier.  

 A member of the public informs the Patrol Captain that her 3 year old daughter has gone missing. She was last 

seen at the water’s edge 5 minutes ago.  
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  SKILLS MAINTENANCE CARD 17-18 

SURNAME   GIVEN NAMES  

CLUB   DOB  MEMBERSHIP STATUS  

       
      
 ACTIVITY DATE C/NYC SIGNATURE DELEGATE/ASSESSOR 

      


 

 BRONZE MEDALLION / SURF RESCUE CERTIFICATE:  Bronze Medallion requires a complete Cert II Public Safety 

 
SIGNALS (4 signals practical demo)                      

 RUN SWIM RUN – (Within 8mins)  

(200m-200m-200m) (DELEGATE ASS) 

    

 BOARD/TUBE RESCUE (DELEGATE ASS)     

 THEORY TEST    (Circle):  Online / Written     

  




 

 RESUSCITATION (included in BM / SRC / ARTC*/RESUS) SIGNATURE ASSESSOR NAME 

 PATIENT ASSESSMENT     

 1 Person CPR - on ADULT & INFANT Manikin 

(min 2 mins each manikin) 
    

 TEAM CPR – including 02 & AED 

(SRC - 2 person CPR with Mask only) 
    

 RESUSCITATION AWARD (ONLY)  

 Written Theory Test 

    

  




 

 ADVANCED RESUSCITATION TECHNIQUES CERT SIGNATURE ASSESSOR NAME 

 SUCTION     

 OP AIRWAY – Measure & Insert demo      

 THEORY TEST  (Circle) Online / Written (only required if no 

BM award held) 
    

 *ARTC must complete RESUSCITATION Section above – (If not already completed with BM) –  

  




 

 SPINAL MANAGEMENT CERTIFICATE SIGNATURE ASSESSOR NAME 

 Demo - MANUAL STABLIASATION     

 SPINAL SCENARIO     

  
 IRB CREW ONLY 

 
IRB DRIVER & CREW SIGNATURE DELEGATE/ASSESSOR  

 THEORY TEST – (Circle):  Online / Written     

PRACTICAL 

DEMO  

TASK DATE Ass 1 Ass 2 Ass 3 Ass 4 Ass 5 Ass 6  Signature & Name 

Crew         

Driver       N/A  

VIC BOAT LICENSE  NO: EXP: 

     




 

 ATV OPERATOR (Club sign off)    

VIC DRIVER LICENCE NO: EXP: 

  





 

 RADIO OPERATOR CERTIFICATE SIGNATURE ASSESSOR NAME 

 THEORY TEST (Circle):  Online / Written     

 
RADIO PRACTIAL SCENARIO     


